
100% Polypropylene. As amazing as it is, all things have a 
flaw. The flaw of polypro? It can seriously stink. Here’s the only 

way to get rid of the stench:
1) 60ºC - 80ºC Machine Wash! Any hotter and it’ll melt, any 

cooler and you’ll never get rid of the smell (no matter how 
much detergent you add!). 

2) Do not tumble dry! It’ll shrink. Seriously! Air dry ONLY!
3) Do not iron! It’ll melt! 

As with all of our very clever three-layer membrane 
fabrics, over-washing causes damage. That’s not to say that 

you can’t wash it. ‘Cause you can. Just only wash it when 
you actually need to. 

1)  Zip ‘er up! Do up the jacket (and all pockets).
2) Cold machine wash. 
3) Dooooo not: Iron, dry clean or tumble dry! All that heat 

is no good for the membrane. 
4) Occasionally swapping out your regular detergent for 

NIKWAX Direct Wash soap isn’t a bad idea, as it will 
restore the water repellency of your jacket’s outer layer.

Merino? This you can wear for days on end without 
smelling. (Seriously, arctic fishermen wear it for months). 

That said, it still needs to be washed:
1) Machine washable! Cold wash. If it’s needing a bit 

more of a clean - the max temperature is 50ºC.
2) Do not tumble dry! Air dry ONLY!
3) You CAN iron it! But on LOW! Please! Not too hot. 

(And only do it if you need to).  
4) Allow up to 5% shrinkage
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Fleece and teplo knit live by the same rules. And those 
rules are pretty easy. Here we go:

1) Zip everything! Zip up the jacket (and any pockets) 
before washing.

2) Machine washable! No problemo.
3) Do not iron! That’s the biggest no-no. Reason 1: it 

doesn’t need to be ironed. Reason 2: it’ll melt! Agh!
4) Tumble drying? Go for it. 
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We care about the functionality and quality of the garments we make for 
you, so you should care about them once they’re in your hands! (And, if 

you do, they’ll last a whole lot longer).

CARE INSTRUCTIONS



Stick to the washing instructions below, but don't over-wash 
it! It doesn't need that much washing, and the feathers don't 
like it! Trust us. Too many washes is not water off this duck's 

back.

1) Zip ‘er up! Do up the jacket (and all pockets).
2) Using a down soap (like NIKWAX Down Wash), wash 

gently by hand OR use a front-loading washing 
machine on the GENTLE cycle with a low spin setting 
(high revs will COMPLETELY flatten the feathers!). 

3) Rinse until the water is drinkably clear. If hand-washing: 
gently press the water out. If a GENTLE spin extractor is 
available, rinse two to three times, use the extractor, and 
repeat. 

4) Machine Dry! Use a front-loading dryer, with plenty of 
tumbling space. Set it to the LOWEST heat! The secret? 
Add a clean tennis ball to the mix to break up the down 
clumps. Don’t remove your jacket until it’s completely dry  
and clump-free. 

5) The air-drying conundrum: only air dry in a dry, warm 
room, over a heating duct, or outside on a warm day. 
Slow air-drying in cold or humid conditions risks mildew. 
Remember: there are real feathers in there! 

Your tough membraned rain proof things DO NOT need to be 
washed often! The membrane DOES NOT like it. That said, if 

you’re wearing it on a two week heavy activity adventure, then, 
yeah, it’ll need a wash. Over time, the build up of dirt, sweat and 

other contaminants can affect the breathability and performance of 
the jacket. So, do the following:

1) See if a hand wash will do the trick. Use a brush and a 
warm, soapy sponge. 

2) If not, machine wash: Do up all zips, use a gentle soap (like 
NIKWAX TX Direct Wash), a gentle cycle and a COLD 
WASH! A hot wash will be terminal to the jacket! Trust us!

3) Do not soak! 
4) A thoroughly worn and loved garment will eventually need to 

be sprayed with NIKWAX Spray to replenish the Durable 
Water Repellency. 

Do not freak out when your boots are looking like they’ve 
been worn! They’re made to be worn! Embrace the dirt! 

That said, to make sure they last, they do need some TLC. 

1) Brush off the dirt! Tough brush for the sole.
2) Wipe ‘em! Use a cloth (or gently use a scrubbing 

brush) and warm soapy water to clean them off. Take 
out the inner soles and give the insides a bit of a 
wipe, too. ABSOLUTELY NO MACHINE WASH!

3) Air dry! Don’t dry them too close to the heater.
4) If you’re noticing that water isn’t beading off them as 

well as it used to... NIKWAX Water Repellency 
Spray! It works a treat.
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